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ABSTRACT

Introduction.Myocardial strain imaging and blood biomarkers
have been proposed as adjuncts to left ventricular ejection
fraction (LVEF) monitoring for the early detection of cardiotox-
icityduringcancertherapy.Wereporttheresultsofapreplanned
cardiac safety analysis of global longitudinal strain (GLS), and
troponin-I (TnI) and brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels in the
phase II study of paclitaxel, trastuzumab, and pertuzumab (THP)
for metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer.
Patients andMethods. Patientswith 0–1 lines of prior therapy
were treated with weekly paclitaxel (80 mg/m2) plus trastuzu-
mab (8 mg/kg loading dose followed by 6 mg/kg) and
pertuzumab (840 mg loading dose followed by 420 mg) every
3 weeks. Exploratory endpoints were GLS measured with
speckle-tracking echocardiography every 3months and TnI and
BNP levels measured every 6 weeks (immediately pre- and
postchemotherapy infusion) at 6 time points.

Results. Sixty-seven of 69 enrolled patients were treated
with THP: 19 (28%) had hypertension, 8 (12%) had
diabetes, 11 (16%) had hyperlipidemia, and 26 (38%) had
smoking history. After a median follow-up of 21 months
(range: 3–38 months), no patients developed symptom-
atic heart failure. Two patients (3.0%) experienced as-
ymptomatic LVEF decline (grade 2). The mean GLS (6SD)
was 19%62% (baseline), 19%62% (month 6), and 19%6 3%
(month 12). Detectable TnI (.0.06 ng/mL) and elevated BNP
(.100 pg/mL) levels were observed in 3 (4.3%) and 2 (3.0%)
patients, respectively, but were not associated with LVEF
decline.
Conclusion.The absence of any significant changes in GLS and
cardiac biomarkers (TnI and BNP) further support the cardiac
safety of THP in patients with metastatic HER2-positive breast
cancer. The Oncologist 2016;21:418–424

Implications for Practice: Dual anti-HER2 therapy with trastuzumab and pertuzumab in combination with taxane-based
chemotherapy improvesoverall survival in patientswithmetastaticHER2-positivebreast cancer.There is a critical need to investigate
the potential cardiotoxicity of dual anti-HER2 blockade, given the importance of HER2 signaling in cardiac homeostasis and stress
response.Global longitudinal strainandcardiacbiomarkershavebeenproposedasadjunctsto leftventricularejectionfractionforthe
early detection of cardiotoxicity. In this phase II study of combination trastuzumab and pertuzumab with paclitaxel, no clinically
significantchangewasobserved inglobal longitudinal strainorcardiac biomarkers.These results further support the cardiac safetyof
dual anti-HER2blockadepreviously reported in theCLEOPATRAstudy.The findings in the current studyalso call intoquestion the role
of intensivecardiacmonitoringamongpatientstreatedwithanti-HER2therapy intheabsenceofanthracyclines.Lessfrequentcardiac
assessments could lead to a reduction in unnecessary treatment interruption and is an important consideration given the rise in
medical expenditures, but this requires further investigation.

INTRODUCTION

Trastuzumab in combination with chemotherapy has re-
duced disease recurrence and overall mortality in patients with
early andmetastatic human epidermal growth factor receptor
2 (HER2)-positive breast cancer [1–3]. Left ventricular systolic
dysfunction (LVSD) is the most concerning cardiac toxicity asso-
ciated with trastuzumab, particularly when it is administered as
part of an anthracycline-containing regimen. In adjuvant clinical

trials of trastuzumab, 2%–4% of patients experienced severe
heart failure (HF) and 14%–19% of patients developed a
significant decline in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)
[3, 4]. The underlying mechanism of trastuzumab-induced
LVSD has been attributed to the blockade of HER2 signaling
that impairs the normal stress response and cellular repair
mechanisms of cardiomyocytes [5].
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Preclinical and clinical studies demonstrate that dual
anti-HER2 therapy with trastuzumab and pertuzumab pro-
vides more complete blockade of HER2 signaling and im-
proves tumor shrinkage and cell death [6–8]. Pertuzumab is a
humanized monoclonal antibody that targets HER2 at a
different epitope than trastuzumab and prevents HER2
heterodimerization [9]. The CLEOPATRA trial was a phase III
trial of combination pertuzumab and trastuzumab with
docetaxel as first-line therapy in HER2-positive metastatic
breast cancer; study results showed significant improve-
ment in progression-free survival and overall survival [10].
However, given the important role of HER2 signaling in
cardiomyocytes, there has been a concern that more
completeHER2blockadewith trastuzumab andpertuzumab
may increase the risk for LVSD.

In the cardiac safety analysis of the CLEOPATRA trial,
dual anti-HER2 therapy did not increase the incidence of
LVSD compared with the control arm [11]. A significant
decline in LVEFby$10 absolute percentage points to,50%
was observed in 3.8% of patients in the pertuzumab and
trastuzumab arm versus 6.6% of patients in the trastuzu-
mabarm, and the incidenceof symptomatic LVSDwas low in
both groups (1.0% vs. 1.8%, respectively). However, cardiac
monitoring in the CLEOPATRA trial consisted of LVEF assess-
ments using two-dimensional echocardiography (ECHO), which
lacks the sensitivity to detect early andmild subclinical changes
in left ventricular (LV) systolic function [12]. After taking into
consideration the temporal and observer variability of ECHO,
the smallest change in LVEF that can be considered signifi-
cantly different is approximately 10% [13, 14]. Furthermore, a
reduction in LVEF of this magnitude is often considered a late
manifestation of cardiotoxicity, with failure to recover normal
LV systolic function in many patients despite pharmacologic
therapy [15].

There has been growing interest in the use of more
sensitive and specific markers of early LVSD (i.e., before an
overt decline in LVEF) so that cardioprotective strategies or
modification of cancer treatment can be implemented to
mitigate the risk for cardiac toxicity related to cancer therapy.
Myocardial strain indices such as global longitudinal strain
(GLS) can be measured with speckle-tracking echocardiogra-
phy and provide amore sensitive and quantitative assessment
of LV systolic function than LVEF. Studies have shown that a
decrease in GLS precedes a decrease in LVEF in patients with
breast cancer treated with adjuvant chemotherapy and
trastuzumab [16, 17]. Cardiac biomarkers (e.g., troponin-I
[TnI] and brain natriuretic peptide [BNP]) can also identify
patients at increased risk for cardiotoxicity [18, 19]. To our
knowledge, no prior study has investigated the use of speckle-
tracking echocardiography or cardiac biomarkers for the
cardiac monitoring of patients treated with dual anti-HER2
therapy.

We previously reported that weekly paclitaxel in combi-
nationwith trastuzumab and pertuzumab (THP) is an effective
alternative to docetaxel-based combination therapy for the
treatment of metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer with a
favorable cardiac toxicity profile and no significant change in
LVEF [20]. Here,we report on the exploratory cardiac substudy
of this regimen using speckle-tracking echocardiography and
cardiac biomarkers.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients and Study Design
The full methods of this study have been reported [20].
In brief, eligible patients had metastatic HER2-positive
breast cancer with 0–1 prior lines of therapy and LVEF of
$50% determined by ECHO ormultigated acquisition scan
(MUGA). Major exclusion criteria included prior pertuzumab
use, history of prior cardiac morbidities within 12 months
(i.e., myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, or
uncontrolled ventricular arrhythmias), grade 2 or higher
neuropathy, or prior history of grade 3 or higher toxicity to
trastuzumab or paclitaxel resulting in permanent cessation
of treatment. The study was approved by the institutional
review board of Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center,
and written informed consent was obtained from each
participant.

Study drugs were administered intravenously on a 3-week
schedule until disease progression. Paclitaxel (80 mg/m2) was
administeredweekly.Trastuzumabwasgivenataninitial loading
doseof8mg/kgfollowedby6mg/kgevery3weeks.Pertuzumab
wasgivenatan initialdoseof840mgfollowedby420mgevery3
weeks. One cycle consisted of 3 doses of weekly paclitaxel with
trastuzumab and pertuzumab on day 1 (Fig. 1).

Cardiac Monitoring
LVEF was assessed by ECHO at baseline and every fourth
cycle (every 3 months). Major criteria for removal from
study included unacceptable treatment-related toxicity or
disease progression. ECHO was performed using the Vivid 7
or E9 system (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee,WI, http://www3.
gehealthcare.com). LVEF was calculated from the apical 4-
and 2-chamber views using a modified Simpson biplane
method, andthe lower limit for LVEFbyECHOatour institution
is 55%. GLSwasmeasured using speckle-tracking echocardiog-
raphy. Three apical views were used to calculate peak systolic
GLS offline, using standard, commercially available software
(EchoPAC SW BT13; GE Healthcare). GLS measures were
reported in absolute values. Abnormal GLS was defined as
,16%, which represents 2 standard deviations below the
mean in healthy adults [21, 22]. The reproducibility of GLS
measurements was assessed in 20 randomly selected ECHOs
by 2 observers.

Biomarker Testing
Blood was collected before and after chemotherapy infu-
sionat baseline andeveryother cycle for up to6 timepoints.
TnI was determined by a fluorometric enzyme immunoas-
say analyzer (Tosoh Bioscience, San Francisco, CA, http://
www.tosohbioscience.com) with a low end sensitivity of
0.06 ng/mL. BNPwas measured on a Biosite Triage analyzer
(Alere, San Diego, CA, http://www.alere.com) using a fluo-
rescence immunoassay. All values of BNP .100 pg/mL were
considered elevated [23].

Interruption and Discontinuation of Therapy
LVSD was defined per National Cancer Institute Common
Toxicity Criteria Adverse Event version 4.0. Grade 3 or 4 LVSD
(symptomatic HF) resulted in permanent discontinuation of
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therapy. For an asymptomatic LVEF decline, defined as a
decrease frombaseline by$16 absolute percentage points
or a decrease of 10–15 absolute percentage points to
below the lower limit of normal, therapy was temporarily
withheld, with LVEF reassessment within 3 weeks. If the
LVEF remained decreased upon reassessment, requiring
another hold, therapy was permanently discontinued. The
cardiac safety endpoint was defined as the incidence of
grade 3 or 4 LVSD, non-LVSD cardiac death, or probable
cardiac death. Based on prior cardiac safety data with
targeted anti-HER2 therapy, a rate of significant asymp-
tomatic LVEF decline #20% and grades 3 or 4 LVSD (HF)
#4% were deemed acceptable [24–26].

Statistical Analysis
Patient characteristics including LVEF, GLS, and biomarker
values were summarized using descriptive statistics. Explor-
atory cardiac endpoints were summarized for descriptive
purposes. GLS was compared at baseline, and at 3 and 6
months using a 1-way analysis of variance for repeated
measures. For GLS, the inter- and intraobserver variabilities
were measured by the intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC).The intraobserver ICC forGLSwas0.91 (95%confidence
interval [CI]: 0.78–0.96). The corresponding interobserver
ICC was 0.86 (95% CI: 0.68–0.94). All analyses were
performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
https://www.sas.com).

RESULTS

Baseline Characteristics
From January 2011 to December 2013, 69 patients were en-
rolled. Baseline characteristics have been previously reported
(supplemental online Table 1) [20]. The median follow-up
was 21 months (range: 3–38 months); the median age was 53
years (range: 26–84 years). Overall, 42 patients (61%) had at
least one cardiac risk factor at baseline: 19 (28%) with
hypertension, 8 (12%) with diabetes, 11 (16%) with hyperlip-
idemia, and 26 (38%) with smoking history (Table 1). Nineteen

(28%) had received anthracycline chemotherapy and 22 (32%)
had received trastuzumab as neoadjuvant therapy.

Cardiac Events
Two patients did not receive any anti-HER2 antibody because of
immediate hypersensitivity to paclitaxel and came off the study
on the same day of enrollment. Therefore, the cardiac safety
population comprised 67 patients (Table 2). No patients
developed LVSD (grades 3 or 4).Themean LVEF at baseline was
64% (range: 50%–72%), and overallmean LVEF values remained
stable throughout the study (Fig. 2) [20]. The incidence of
asymptomatic LVEFdecline(bothgrade2)was3.0%(n52).One
patient developed an LVEF decline of $16% (a decrease from
72%atbaseline to55%atmonth15), and1patientdevelopedan
LVEFof,50%with a declineof 10%–15% frombaseline (57%at
baseline to 47% at month 9).

The first patient was a 61-year-old womanwith history of
hypertension, left bundle branch block, nonischemic cardio-
myopathy (LVEF of 20%) 8 years before studyenrollment, and
no history of anthracycline exposure. Her LVEF had normal-
ized before study enrollment while receiving carvedilol (25
mg twice daily) and lisinopril (20 mg once daily) therapy, and
these medications were continued during the treatment
period. Her initial LVEF values were 57% (baseline), 59% (3
months), and 54% (6 months). LVEF declined to 47% (at 9
months) and repeated ECHO2weeks later showed an LVEF of
37% (still asymptomatic), after which anti-HER2 therapy was
discontinued per study criteria. GLS decreased from 19.4%
(3 months) to 17.4% (6 months) to 13.7% (9 months). She
was followed by a cardiologist but no adjustments in her
medicationsweremadebecause shewas asymptomatic and
already taking optimal doses of heart failure medications.
Subsequent follow-up LVEF values were 44% (12 months),
54% (18 months), and 45% (24 months). She is doing well
with optimal cardiac medications without signs or symp-
toms of HF, as of this writing.

The second patient with asymptomatic LVEF decline was a
38-year-old woman with no significant cardiovascular risk
factors and no prior anthracycline exposure. Her baseline

Figure 1. Treatment schema. Participants were studied at baseline and at standardized intervals every 3 months during paclitaxel,
trastuzumab, and pertuzumab therapy, using two-dimensional echocardiograms with speckle-tracking strain analysis. Biomarker levels
were measured before and after treatment infusion at baseline (cycle 1) and every other cycle until week 30 (cycle 11).
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LVEF was 72% and that decreased to 55% at month 15. She
remained asymptomatic with no signs or symptoms of HF, and
the decisionwasmade to continue anti-HER2 therapy (a study
violation because her LVEF declined $16% from baseline).
However, she remained asymptomatic and subsequent
follow-up LVEF was 57% at month 18 and 62% at month 21.

Global Longitudinal Strain
Speckle-tracking strain analysis was performed and interpret-
able in 316 of 395 (80%) scheduled LVEF assessments per
protocol. Reasons for lack of speckle-tracking strain analysis
included the following: MUGA (n5 2), outside ECHO (n5 8),
poor imagequality (n527), no LVEF assessment performed at

indicatedstudy timepoint (n56),andspeckle-tracking images
not obtained (n5 36).

GLSdidnotdecreaseduring the first 6monthsof treatment
(from 19%6 2% to 19%6 2%; p5 .27). Overall, there was no
clinically significant change inmean GLS throughout the study
period (Fig. 3). Abnormal GLS,16% was observed in 17 of 67
patients (25%) during the treatment period. Only 1 of the 17
patients developed an asymptomatic LVEF decline that
resulted in treatment discontinuation. This patient had a
previous history of cardiomyopathy.

Cardiac Biomarkers
Overall, 1,381 of 1,656 TnI and BNP measurements (83%)
wereperformedper protocol. Across all timepoints,TnIwas
detectable in 3 patients (4.5%). Specifically, the TnI level
was normal at the preinfusion time point but became
elevated postinfusion in 2 patients—1 at cycle 1 (0.07 mg/dL)
and the other at cycle 3 (0.10 mg/dL). In 1 patient, the TnI
level was elevated before infusion at cycle 3 (0.13 mg/dL)
but was subsequently undetectable postinfusion. All TnI
measurements performed at cycles 5, 7, 9, and 11 were
undetectable.

BNP levels did not change significantly throughout the
study period. During cycle 1, 2 patients (3.0%) had an elevated
BNP level (110 and 131 pg/mL) that remained persistently
elevatedpostinfusion (126and146pg/mL). In these2patients,
BNP was normal (,100 pg/mL) for all subsequent measure-
ments.BNP levelswerenormal inall otherpatients throughout
the study period. Among the five patients with detectable TnI
or elevated BNP levels during the study period, none
developeda significantasymptomatic LVEFdecline (as defined
by the study) or symptomatic HF.

DISCUSSION

The results of this studyconfirm the favorable cardiac safety
profile of combination treatment with weekly paclitaxel
and dual anti-HER2 therapy with trastuzumab and pertu-
zumab. The overall incidence of significant asymptomatic
grade 2 LVEF declinewas 3.0%and, importantly, no patients
developed symptomatic HF. Here, for the first time, to our
knowledge, the use of novel methods for cardiac monitor-
ing was analyzed in patients treated with dual anti-HER2
therapy, including speckle-tracking echocardiography and
blood-based biomarkers. Results of this analysis further
support the cardiac safety of THP despite a more complete
blockade of anti-HER2 signaling.

Interestingly, nearly 25% of patients developed an
abnormal GLS during therapy; however, these changeswere
transient and reversed despite continuation of anti-HER2
therapy. It is important to note that only 28% of patients in
our studywere previously treatedwith anthracyclines,most
several years before beginning dual anti-HER2 therapy. The
use of GLS to predict subsequent LVEF decline or heart
failure was previously demonstrated in studies of patients
treated with both anthracyclines and trastuzumab, and,
therefore, cannot be generalized to patients treated with
THP [12, 16, 27, 28]. Our results do not support the role of
GLS measurement in patients treated with dual anti-HER2
therapy without the anthracyclines.

Table 2. Baseline LVEF and LVEF decline during trastuzumab/

pertuzumab treatment

Variable No. (%)

Baseline LVEF, median % (range) 64 (50–72)

50–54 2 (3.0)

55–59 8 (11.9)

60–64 27 (40.3)

65–69 23 (34.3)

$70 9 (13.4)

Maximum LVEF decline from baselinea, %

,10 53 (79.1)

$10 12 (17.9)

Unknownb 2 (3.0)

LVEF decline$16% (grade 2) 1 (1.5)

LVEF decline$10% from baseline to,50% (grade 2) 1 (1.5)

Symptomatic LVSD (grade$3) 0 (0.0)

Data given as no. (%) unless otherwise indicated.
aCardiac safetydataarepresented for67of69patients;2patientsdidnot
receive any anti-HER2 antibody because of immediate hypersensitivity
to paclitaxel.
bTwo patients came off the study before the first scheduled repeated
LVEF assessment at month 3.
Abbreviations: LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; LVSD, left
ventricular systolic dysfunction.

Table 1. Patient characteristics (N5 69)

Patient characteristic No. (%)

Median age, years (range) 53 (26–84)

Hypertension 19 (28)

Diabetes 8 (12)

Hyperlipidemia 11 (16)

Coronary artery disease 0 (0)

Smoking

Active 4 (6)

Former 22 (32)

Cardiac medicationsa

Beta blocker 6 (9)

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor 9 (13)

Angiotensin-receptor blocker 8 (12)

Data given as no. (%) unless otherwise indicated.
aMedications at the time of study enrollment.
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Biomarkers have been shown to detect subclinical cardiac
toxicity during cancer therapy. In a study of 251 patients with
breast cancer treated with trastuzumab in the adjuvant and
metastatic setting (78%ofpatientswerepreviouslyexposed to

anthracycline chemotherapy), Cardinale et al. demonstrated
that an elevated TnI levelwas predictive of LVEF decline [18]. A
study by Ky et al. demonstrated that an elevation of
ultrasensitive TnI after anthracycline chemotherapy, as well

Figure 3. Time course ofGLS.Trend line representsmeanGLSduring treatmentwith paclitaxel, trastuzumab, andpertuzumab. Individual
patients’ results are shown in different colors. GLS is reported for 316 of 395 (80%) scheduled LVEF assessments. Reasons for lack of
speckle-tracking strain analysis included the following: multigated acquisition scan (n5 2), outside two-dimensional echocardiography
(n5 8), poor image quality (n5 27), no left ventricular ejection fraction assessment performed at indicated study time point (n5 6), and
images for speckle tracking not obtained (n5 36).

Abbreviation: GLS, global longitudinal strain.

Figure 2. Time course of LVEF. Trend line represents mean LVEF during treatment with paclitaxel, trastuzumab, and pertuzumab.
Individual patients’ results are shown in different colors.

Abbreviation: LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction.
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as the change in the concentration of ultrasensitive TnI after
anthracycline chemotherapy from baseline, was associated
with subsequent LVEF decline in patients undergoing
doxorubicin and trastuzumab therapy [29]. In contrast, a
prospective study by Morris et al. showed that the majority
of patients (67%) with early breast cancer treated with an
anthracycline-based regimen followed by paclitaxel, tras-
tuzumab, and lapatinib had a detectable TnI level during the
anti-HER2 phase; however, levels of TnI did not correlate
with significant asymptomatic LVEF decline or predict
symptomatic HF [30]. Similarly, studies on the value of
BNP level to predict subsequent LVEF decline or HF have
been inconsistent [31–33].

In our study, cardiac biomarker testing with TnI and BNP
(before and after chemotherapy infusion) failed to show any
evidence suggestive of clinically significant myocardial injury
or volume or pressure overload. None of the five patientswith
elevated cardiac biomarkers developed significant LVEF
decline or symptomatic HF. Based on our results, there is
insufficient evidence to support theuse of TnI or BNP testing in
patients with metastatic breast cancer treated with paclitaxel
and dual anti-HER2 therapy.

The optimal timing, frequency, and modality of cardiac
monitoring during anti-HER2 therapy remain an area of
uncertainty. Baseline LVEF assessment before initiation of
cancer therapy serves an important role to evaluate for
structural heart disease that would preclude the adminis-
tration of potentially cardiotoxic anti-HER2 therapy. Sub-
sequent serial cardiacmonitoring during cancer therapy has
allowed for the detection of LVEF decline (mostly asymp-
tomatic); however, there is the potential harm that this is
leading to unnecessary discontinuation of lifesaving anti-
HER2 therapy. In addition, the long-term significance of an
asymptomatic LVEF decline in this population remains
unknown, and studies (with or without intervention with
cardiac medications) are needed to elucidate this matter.
Measurement of GLS can be used as an adjunctive prognostic
measure to routine LVEF, particularly among patients
treated with anthracyclines. However, there remain several
limitations to the widespread application of GLS, including
the lack of availability or expertise outside of specialized
academic medical centers, the need to validate the role of
GLS in larger and multicenter prospective studies, and
intervendor variability in strain measurements. Efforts are
underway to harmonize techniques for strain measurement
and reduce vendor differences [34].

The optimal approach for monitoring and treatment
of cardiotoxicity must take into consideration several
factors, including the potential clinical benefit of a specific
treatment regimen, cardiovascular risk associated with
therapy, pre-existing cardiovascular disease (e.g., prior
history of cardiomyopathy), availability of effective pre-
ventive strategies, and overall prognosis of the patient. In
patients with metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer, the
substantial survival benefit of continuous dual anti-HER2
therapy combined with the low observed cardiotoxicity
rate (mostly asymptomatic) may justify a modification to
the standard cardiac monitoring schedule. Per package
inserts for both trastuzumab and pertuzumab, the “stan-
dard” LVEF monitoring is every 3 months while on therapy

[35, 36]. However, with a low incidence of cardiotoxicity in
our study, perhaps less frequent LVEFmonitoring should be
considered for most patients receiving trastuzumab and
pertuzumab without the anthracyclines.

There are limitations to this study. First, patients who
were considered at a high risk for cardiotoxicity, such as
those with a history of myocardial infarction or HF within
12 months, were excluded from this study. Second, data
for other cardiovascular risk factors (i.e., cerebrovascular
disease, prior coronary revascularization, or arrhythmias)
were inconsistently collected. Therefore, study findings and
recommendations for a reduced number of LVEF assess-
ments cannot be generalized to such patients. Further-
more, our findings should not be extended to patients
being actively treated with an anthracycline-containing
regimen, and routine cardiac monitoring may still be
performed for these patients. Third, statistical analysis of
changes in LVEF and GLS is limited because of the variable
duration of cancer treatment and number of cardiac
assessments performed per patient. A prospective trial
that incorporates uniform assessment and management
of cardiac risk factors with a central review of LVEF data in
patients receiving anti-HER2 therapy (without an anthra-
cycline) is needed to help further define which patients
can safely undergo less intensive LVEF monitoring. Con-
tinued efforts to eliminate unnecessary medical testing
remain critically important in the current era of increasing
medical expenditures.

CONCLUSION
The combination treatment of a taxane with trastuzumab and
pertuzumab in the metastatic setting has led to significant
improvements in outcomes with a very low cardiac toxicity
profile [10, 20].The absence of any significant changes of LVEF,
global longitudinal strain, or cardiac biomarkers (TnI or BNP) in
our study further supports the excellent cardiac safety of this
treatment regimen.
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